
Carriers Generate Major Operating Savings at the Same Time 

Develop a Flexible Second Workforce. 

Increasingly insurance professionals are now hiring as many workers as they need, at 

the same time foregoing the overhead costs from salaries, benefits, downtime, 

supervision and lost productivity. They are doing what no one thought possible, 

building a high performing alternative workforce with very little investment or 

ongoing operating expense – using today’s budgets instead for other projects like those 

that propel growth. 

This remarkable opportunity is only possible licensing the sole source for virtual 

employment – modern Robotic Process Automation (or RPA) robotic work solutions.  

RPA technology is software that plugs into virtually any operation to emulate what 

human workers do at the keyboard to provide equivalent task management for most 

work humans due with little to no downtime and at very little cost. This technology 

spreading worldwide is delivering unlimited workforce support for even the smallest 

companies; a workforce that doesn’t slow down, take breaks or receive benefits. The 

robots replicate every step human workers perform so more menial tasks that are 

nevertheless necessary (but more repetitive) transfer to technology freeing higher 

powered employees to focus on the things that change the game to your advantage.  

Industry-wide Conversion Programs Occur Faster w RPA Now as more and more 

carriers are using new advances in management technology and platform hosting 

converting from old legacy systems to modern 3rd party cloud-based technology is made 

simpler and faster adopting RPA support for the program. RPA resources are especially 

valuable since it is often necessary to focus top talent to work on the conversion leaving 

a shortage of labor to maintain the business left behind.  Here robots are easily 

integrated at limited additional cost and no need to recreate budgets to perform the 

tedious, must have work left behind. Essentially the same budget is stretched to do 

more with a whole virtual workforce available to relieve production pressure on the 

conversion team. 

RPA technology is filling the gap performing the day-to-day required activity that 

simply needs to get done with a single robot performing the tasks that would be funded 

for any as 8 people. According to “Digital Insurance Magazine (Circa August 

2018)” a Columbus, OH P&C writer plugged in 25,000 hours of virtual work support 

licensing a set of RPA bots - which usage utilizes half the potential of these systems 

leaving another 50% for implementing other tasks at no further cost. 

In the DIM article – the bots replaced 12 people - however for one shift per day per 

person - leaving the 3 other shifts of a workday essentially open. The idea seems to be 

to get RPA technology started but overlooks the full potential that one bot can work as 

many as 4 shifts as well a supplement management oversight time, down time and 

breaks. In most instances, the dollar and cents comparison between licensing bots and 

budgeting for human workers can be eight human workers to one bot.  

Our Latest Success

The Wells team brings proven 

success in robotic technology to the 

P&C insurance industry. We succeed 

because we know your business. 

Our “Robotic Process Automation,” 

- developed by industry leader Blue 

Prism - is sold by PMWBG w Auro 

systems and replicates worker 
activity for virtually any operating 

tasks giving any business a second 

whole workforce at a fraction of the 

cost of human teams. 

When the demand for more workers is 

pressing, don’t re-budget to hire – license 

robotic solutions at a fraction of the cost, with 

more than 8 times the throughput. 
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IN A TIGHT EMPLOYMENT MARKET, BUILD A VIRTUAL ROBOTIC WORKFORCE. 
PRODUCTIVITY SKYROCKETS / OVERHEAD BACK IN YOUR POCKET. 

Robots tirelessly replicate the same work activity human 

workers do at a ratio of nearly 8:1 with associated savings. 
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Whether you lead technology, underwriting or claims, Blue Prism robotic automation technology from PMWBG will 

increase productivity, eliminate redundancies and make you money!  

We make getting started easy with minimal disruption to daily activities. 
We partnered with Auro systems to complete your firm’s launch so your 

license is a  totally turn key solution with multi-year support built in. 

We want to show you how this technology benefits new operational 
effectiveness and savings for your firm. Why not call for your no cost 

demonstration. 

RPA SOLUTIONS - THE NEXT SOURCE FOR ALTERNATIVE 
EARNINGS UPSIDE AND IMPROVED OPPERATIONAL 

EXCELLENCE. 

SYSTEMATIZE MULTI-STEP 
TASKS THROUGH ROBOTICS 

PROCESS THAT 
INCORPORATES THE 
INDUSTRY LEADING 

ROBOTICS SOFTWARE AND 
SUPPORT FROM AURO AND 

BLUE PRISM 

We Especially recommend 

RPA solutions at the time 

your firm migrates to new 

business management 

systems, web-based IT 

platforms, or transitions 

away from paper records. 

1111 North Marshall Street  
Suite 304 
Milwaukee, WI 53202  

petermwells@peterwells.us 

833-PMW-TEAM

www.peterwells.us 

Let’s get together soon! 
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